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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an intelligent system to translate Arabic 

natural language to Arabic sign language based on knowledge 

base and image processing. This system was designed to help   

hearing impaired for improving their connection with hearing 

world and acquiring   new concepts. The system plays a role 

for assisting teachers in sign language domain. Of the most 

important problems in this task, is that the number of words in 

the Arabic sign dictionary is very few compared with the 

words found in the Arabic language dictionaries. To solve this 

problem the proposed system includes a knowledge base to 

solve a number of Arabic language problems (e.g synonyms, 

inflectional, derivational, diacritical and plural).  

Keywords: Deaf, Hearing Impaired, Arabic Sign 

Language (ArSL), Arabic language, Knowledge Base, 

Machine Translation, Interpretation. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Sign language (SL) is the communication media for many 

deaf people in many countries. According to the World 

Federation of the deaf, 80% of deaf people are under educated 

or illiterate [1]. Deaf people were facing many difficulties in 

education and when communicating with other hearing 

people[2]. This makes SL a very important communication 

media for deaf [3]. There are differences in semantic and 

syntax between the phonetic language and the sign 

language[4].  

Arabic language morphology is much richer than English[5].  

Arabic language is considered as the most category complex 

natural language [6]. This makes it more complicated in the 

process of automatic processing. 

Most of prominent targets for schools of hearing impaired 

education in Egypt are helping deaf students identify 

environment [7].  

By combining a specific hand shape, palm orientation, and 

movement in a particular location, one makes  

a sign [8]. However SL is considered as the native language 

for deaf [9]. Arabic Sign Language (ArSL) is used in Arab 

countries. The unified Arab sign dictionary has been launched 

for the deaf in two parts in February 2007. It includes 1600 

sign [10]. Arabic sign language is used approximately by 

3,000,000 deaf in Egypt [11]. 

Deaf need interpreters to communicate with hearing people. 

They depend on interpreters for access to information. 

Interpreters were used to acquire the linguistic and cultural 

knowledge which underpins their professional skills [12]. 

Translation into ArSL faces several problems. They can be 

stated as follows; 

 Lack of linguistic studies on ArSL, especially in regard 

to grammar and structure.  

 Large size of the translation corpus while building an 

ArSL translation system. 

   Representing output sign sentences [13] .  

  Finding a way to evaluate any SL translation system 

output [14]. 

Translation of text language into sign language is an important 

issue that many researchers have worked on.  Masaaki Tokuda 

and Manabu Okumura had presented a prototype for 

translation named "SYUWAN" which translates Japanese into 

Japanese sign language.  SYUWAN applies several 

techniques to find a similar word from a Japanese dictionary 

and substitutes this word for the original word [15].  However 

this system doesn't support the Arabic language. Srisavakon 

Dangsaart et al presented an Intelligent Thai text – Thai sign 

translation for language learning (IT2STL) [9]. In the 

translation process, the distinction between Thai text and Thai 

sign language in both grammar and vocabulary are concerned 

in each processing step to ensure the accuracy of translation. 

However, the grammar of Thai language is highly deferent 

from grammar's Arabic language. 

Luis Fernando et. al had presented a system to translate 

Spanish language into Spanish sign language.  The system 

presented a technique for creating a new language model 

based on statistical machine translation [16].  

A translation system for Arabic sign language was developed 

by Abdul Aziz et. al [17].   They presented a machine 

translation system for translating text into ArSL. The system 

has two phases. Phase 1 is run only once; it pre-compiles the 

chunks and their associated signs. Phase 2 is the actual 

translation system that converts Arabic input into ArSL 

output. However, this work was   implemented by using the 

output in conjunction with the distance.  Although, Google 

was announced at the end of 2011 about Google tashkeel 

service was stopped.  Ameera M. Almasoud and Hend S. Al-

Khalifa presented a system for translating Arabic text to ArSL 

in the jurisprudence of prayer domain. The system is 

composed of a set of processes, namely: morphological 

analysis, grammatical transformation and semantic 

translation[3].  However; that work was considered as 

ontology work and not application.  ArSL systems were 

presented to translate word by word,   [18-22]. However; they 

didn't consider the semantics of the translated sentence or the 

translation rules of Arabic text to ArSL. 
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This paper presents a proposed system for translating Arabic 

text to ArSL . It is based on a knowledge base to solve a 

number of Arabic language problems such as synonyms, 

inflectional, derivational, diacritical, and plural. Also the 

system includes finger spelling translation to overcome the 

problem of words didn't exist in the database. In general, this 

system aims to translation from Arabic language to ArSL for 

improving the communication between deaf and hearing 

people. 

This  paper  is  organized  as  follows;  section 1 is the 
introduction, section 2 the proposed system  architecture,  

section  3  explains the system  description, section 4 presents 

the experimental, results ,  finally  section  5  includes   

conclusion and future work. 

Difficulties in ArSL 
ArSL differs from Arabic language and other spoken 

languages, in its own lexicon and grammar rules.  ArSL  

is similar to other world sign languages in that they are 

basically spatial–gestural languages. This makes it difficult to 

compare sign languages with their spoken counterparts. 

Arabic in this regard is not an exception. As a matter of fact, 

many concepts used to describe spoken languages are 

inadequate for the description of sign languages. Nevertheless, 

inevitably, one system should be mapped practically into the 

other [23]. There is no singular, dual, or plural agreement in 

ArSL signed sentences, as shown in table 1. In Arabic 

language, many nouns are countable, but it does not in ArSL. 

For example the word "ِٞمضجد" are expressed in sign language 

by two words; "مضجح" and then sign of the number "ُثثْج", in 

order to denote the dual. 

 

Table 1  Combination  in ArSL 

No Arabic language  

syntax 

ArSL syntax  

1 Singular Singular agree 

2 Dual Singular+ 2  Doesn't 

agree 

3 Plural Singular +3 Doesn't 

agree 

 

On the other hand, ArSL does not make use of tense aspect as 

in spoken and written varieties. Tense in ArSL is simply and 

practically used. Past, present, and future tenses are indicated 

at the beginnings of conversation chunks and only shifted 

when there is a need to indicate a different tense. Negatives 

and interrogatives have more than one way of expression. 

While in some cases no manual as for other grammatical 

features like emphasis and adverb position. Emphasis is done 

by repetition, longer signing time, facial expressions, and 

dramatization. Adverbs are explained manually, by one hand’s 

position in relation to the other. Other features, such as 

passivation, and declension, are nonexistent. Conditional 

expressions, sentence boundaries, and turn taking are usually 

achieved by nominal features of facial expressions and 

context[24]. Table 2 shows some syntax differences between 

Arabic language and ArSL. 

 

 

 

Table 2  Some differences between Arabic 

      language and ArSL 

No Arabic syntax ArSL syntax 

1 S+V S+V 

2 V+S S+V 

3 S+P S+P  

4 S+V+O S +O+V 

5 S+ V+O (Adj, Adv) S + O + V (Adj, Adv)  

6 S+P + (Adj, Adv) S+P +(Adj ,Adv) 

7 S+ V+ Pr S+V  

8 V+O O+V 

 

Where; Subject (S), Verb (V), Object (O), Predicate (P), 

Adjective (Adj), Adverb (Adv), and Pronoun (Pr). 

Sentence structure in SL is simultaneous with a parallel 

temporal and spatial configuration while language is linear; 

one word followed by another [10]. The structure of Arabic 

sentence is divided into two types of sentences.  Generally, it 

contains Subject, Verb, Object and Predicate,  in a sequence 

that differs from ArSL as shown in table 2. Sometimes, the 

Arabic sentence structure starts with subject and sometimes 

starts with verb. However it is preferable to begin the ArSL 

sentence with subject, such as: 

  "قجً ثىَعيٌ دئعطجء دزض فٚ ثىحعجح "

 is translated into: 

 "ثىَعيٌ دزض حعجح " 

The ordering of a negative sentence of ArSL is not similar to 

the sentence in Arabic language. Additionally translation of 

adjective can be done either by using the adjective sign 

directly (if it exist in the dictionary), or by using negation of  
an equivalent negative verb to the adjective. For example the 

word such as "وفاء" does not need to be the word "غدر" as 

shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Negative sentence [9] 

 
Arabic syntax ArSL syntax 

1 
Neg + V V + Neg 

2 
S+Neg+V+O O+ S+V+Neg 

3 
S + Neg + V S + V + Neg 

4 
Neg + (Adj, Adv) (Adj, Adv) + Neg 

5 
Adj 

V + Neg 
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2. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

ARCHITECTURE 
The goal of this system is build a knowledge base for the 

translation of Arabic text into ArSL for making the 

communication between deaf and normal people simple, easy, 

and flexible. 

The architecture of the intelligent system for translating 

Arabic text sentence into ArSL is shown in figure 1. 

The translation is performed by four main stages: The parser, 

Intelligent text treatment, sign-code selection, and sign image 

retrieval.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The details description of the proposed system is discussed in 

the following section.                      

3.1 The parser 
It receives input in the form of sequential text and breaks it up 

into parts (for example, the nouns (objects), verbs (methods), 

and their attributes or options) that can be managed by other 

programming [25-26].  

The input text is divided into a sequence (SQ) of words; w1, 

w2, ……. wn.  

R #: Divided the sentence into several words. 

R #:  Analysis of the word to several letters. 

3.2 Intelligent text treatment  
Some of the problems that deal with natural language 

interpretation (writing style, vocabulary, spelling, synonyms, 

derivational and other things) are formulated in knowledge 

base.  Some of the rules can be stated as follows;   

3.2.1 Rules to delete special characters 
Arabic language  contains  some special characters that do not 

affect the meaning of a sentence such as 

 (  ,  ,  ,  ,  , $ , @ , ? , : ,  " , # , …………).  

 So some rules are derived to delete these special characters. 

  

3.2.2 Rules to delete stop words 

  
Stop words are very common words that appear in the text to 

carry little meaning. They serve only a syntactic function but 

don’t indicate subject matter [27]. 

 

So the system has to delete the stop words in order to focus on 

the core content within text.  

Stop words such as: 

– ثٌّٖ – ثّٖج – ثّٔ – ثّْٚ – ثّْج – ثَّج – ثّنِ – ثّنَج – ثّنٌ – ثّل – ثُ{  

– ثٗلاةنٌ – ثٗلاةنَج –ثٗلاةل – ثٗلاء – ثٗلا – أّٜ – أّٚ – ثِّٖ – ثَّٖج 

 }............–دجٙ – ثٍج – ثىِٖٞ – دجىسغٌ - دجىرٙ– ثٗلاةنِ 

#:  IF the word is not important such as: 

  ""ٍدثً – ثّعز – ثظضجذر- ثظضجذ- ظٞدر- ظٞد  " 

THEN delete it from the sentence. 

 

R#: IF the word indicates plural, such as: 

–  ثىَصسُٝ٘ -  ٍصسٗٓ -ٍصسِٝٞ  - ٍصسٝجس–  ٍصسُٝ٘ {

  }ٗٓثىَصس–  ثىَصسِٝٞ -ثىَصسٝجس 

THEN place it in one group and strip offit to their origin. 

R#:  IF the word is the relative pronouns  such as: 

{  ثىرِٝ- ثىيضِٞ- ثىيضجُ- ثىرثُ– ثىضٚ – ثىرٙ -  ٍج}

THEN delete it. 

 

R#:  If the word is one of demonstrative pronouns , such as: 

– ٕرثُ – ٕؤلاء –  صجك - ذٗ– ذٙ  -صيل– ٕرٓ – ٕرٙ – ٕرث – ذث – ذثك– ذىل {

{  أٗىتنٌ – أٗىتنَج - أٗىتل  -ٕجصجُ 

THEN delete it. 

 

R #: IF  the word is 

 } ثّٚ-ثّنِ-  ثُ- ثّنٌ -  ثّنَج-  ثّل-ثِّٖ - ثّٖج - ثٌّٖ - ثَّٖج - ثّٔ {

THEN delete it. 

  

R #: IF the word is 

 {ثٝجمٌ ثٝنِ- ثٝجّج – ثٝجمَج – ثٝجك – ثٝجٙ }

Start

Input Arabic

sentence

Parser

(Get word)

Is it exist in

DB ?

Retrieve

corresponding

image

Display

Image

Yes

Yes

Inference

engine

Is it an

important

word?

Yes

Is there another

word ?

No

Stop

Ignore word
No

Consult

DB

Image

DB

Key word

processing

(Extract stem)

KB for word

processing

No

Is stem exist

in DB ?

Yes

Apply Finger

spelling

No

Figure 1  flowchart for translating Arabic sentence into Arabic sign language
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 THEN deleted. 

 

R #: IF the word indicates advocated such as 

 }ث أٝٔ– ٝج –أٝضٖج{ 

THEN  delete it. 

 

R #: IF the word is  

 {ٍج – ى٘ - أٙ }

THEN  delete it. 

 

R #: IF  the sentence contains two corresponding words, 

THEN delete once. 

 

R #: IF the word is" ُمج" or some of her sisters was such as:  

 } ٍجّٗٚ، صجز ,ٍج دسح، ٍج ثّفل، ٍج شثه، ٍج فضب، ٍج زثً {

THEN delete it . 

Although they affect the grammatical rules, but it does not 

affect the meaning of the sentence. 

 

3.2.3 Rules to retain exception words 
Exception words are the words that change the sentence 

meaning. Exception words such as 

 }ثٍجحجغ, ٍجخلا , ٍجعدث , ظ٘ٙ , غٞس , ثلا { 

3.2.4 Rules for characters unification  
Arabic language includes some letters that can be written 

indifferent formats. This causes the complexity of the 

programming process. Consequently one must unifies the 

forms of the characters such as the following forms: Aleph 

forms " ث" to  {"آ"،"إ"،"ث"،"أ"} , Haa forms "{ ـٓ"،"رـ}"  to "ٓـ"  , 

Uaa forms {"ٙ"،"ٛ"}  to "ٛ"  and Hamza forms {"ؤ،"ا"،"ء}"  

to {ء}. 

 

R #:  IF the word contains Hamza in different forms  such as:  

 " ا- ء- ؤ- ث- إ- أ" 

 Then substitute by    " أ ". 

 

3.2.5 Rules for spell checking 
There are common word spelling errors that can be arisen 

during deaf writing. The errors and their corrections errors 

looks like: 

 "ّفجح ," "ٍجذث  " to "ٍرث"  , "  ٍدزظز " to " ٍدزؼز" " ,صيَٞر " to "ّيَٞر "

to "عؽسس"  ,"صفجح "to" عؽسر".  

And so any other words needed to be checked. 

 

3.2.6 Rules to unify synonyms 
Arabic language has rich derivative synonyms such as: 

 } ٍحَ٘ه,ج٘ثه ,صيٞفُ٘ ,ٕجصف{

 As well as verbs such as: 

 }ٝض٘ق, ٝؽغف ,  ٝغسً ح  ,ٝحخ{

 So the system solves this problem by doing a simple 

dictionary for a number of equivalent synonyms in Arabic. 

R#: IF word contain possessive pronouns such as: 

   }مضجدَٖج -مضجدِٖ- مضجدنَج- مضجدٌٖ  مضجدنٌ - مضجدل  مضجدٔ-مضجدٚ {

Then  strip off word to  "مضجح" . 

R #: IF the abstract word has several synonyms such as: 

 {ٝؽغف- ٝغسً - ٝض٘ق - ٝ٘د - ٝحخ }

 Then substitute the word by: " ٝحخ". 

R #: IF one word is member of the set : 

صنضذٚ  ثمضخ –    صنضذِٞ  -ٝنضخ– مضذ٘ث – مضذج  مضذضج – مضذضَج  – :مضذش– مضخ {

  }ثمضضذِ- ثمضذ٘ث – ثمضذج – ثمضذٚ – أمضخ – 

THEN Strip off it to the verb  " مضخ" . 

R #: IF the word indicates possessive pronouns such as: 

  }ىنِ – ىنٌ – ىْج –ىنَج -  ىل - ىٚ- ىِٖ - ىٌٖ - ىَٖج - ىٖج - ىٔ   {

THEN replace it with the  verb "َٝيل" .  

R #: IF the word indicat any adjective such as: 

- ّجؼطجس –  ّؽطجء -ّجؼطز – ّؽٞطجُ ّجؼظ - ّؽٞطز - ثىْؽٞظ - ّؽٞظ {

 }ّؽٞطجس–ّؽٞطُ٘ - ّؽٞطضجُ

THEN strip off it into  " ثىْؽجط " . 

3.2.7 Negative expressions  
Arabic negation is the process that turns an affirmative 

statement into its opposite denial, such as: 

  ِثىطفو ٝؽسح ثىيذ 

  ِثىطفو لا ٝؽسح ثىيذ  

There is a difference between the meanings of the two 

sentences. The second sentence gives meaning opposite to the 

first sentence.   

 

R #: IF the word is member of: 

 }ىٞط , ٍج, ىِ, ىٌ , لا { 

Then substitute the word by " ىٞط". 

Arabic languages used the negation 'ma' plus 'sh' "ٍجغ"  for 

negated word for example {ٍجعسفػ} means  

{ ٍج َٖٝػ, ٍجعيػ  } The words .{ لا ثعسف  } mean {   So , {لا ٌٖٝ 

the system maintained and converts all negation expressions 

to meaning " لا "  too. 

 

3.2.8 The expressions OR & AND 
Arabic meaning of the expression including  "ٗث"   for the OR 

relation and " ٗ " for the AND relation gives two different 

meaning  for example:  

  ِثىطفو ٝؽسح ثىؽجٙ أٗ ثىيذ 

   ِثىطفو ٝؽسح ثىؽجٙ ٗ ثىيذ 

First meaning expresses the OR logic choice between things 

and while the second meaning to expresses the AND logic 

combine between things, so this system retains the meaning of 

each expression.  

 

3.2.9 Retain pronouns  
There are three pronouns in Arabic language such as: 

 first person, such as: 

  "ّحِ , ثّج " 

the second person such as:   

  " ثّضِ ,ثّضٌ ,  ثّضَج  ,  ثّش"

the third person such as:   

  "ِٕ , ٌٕ , َٕج , ٕٚ ,  ٕ٘ " 

These types of words must be retained  

 

3.2.10 General rules 
There are also some difference between Arabic language and 

the other language. Some of these differences can be treated 

by  the following rules:  

 

R #:  IF  the word indicates names that refers number such as: 

 {ظدثظٚ - ثىعجدظز–   ظجدض  -ظضز- ظش - 6   }

Then  substite the numeric integer itself. 
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R #:  IF the word includes preposition and possessive 

pronouns like    "دَدزظضْج"   

THEN stripe it into " ٍدزظز ". 

 

R #:  IF  the word is member of the following  

، ٗحَعِخَ، ٗخَجهَ، ٗشَعٌَ { َِّ  } جعو  ,ظ

THEN substite the word by " ِظ". 

 

R #: IF the word is conjunction such as:  

  {ثذث – ثٌ- مرىل– ف  دجلاضجفز ثىٚ ذىل– حضٚ } 

THEN divide the sentence into simple sentences. 

 

R #: IF words are consistent in drawing and differ in meaning, 

such as: 

لٌْ { لٌْ – عِيلْ ٌَ - عَيَ   }عَيِ

THEN treat it according to its diacritical. 

 

R #: IF the word indicates result such as: 

ٍِٗ أجو -ىعو – ىٞش  -ى٘لا  - ىنٚ – مٚ – ىٖرث– ىرىل – أجو  ٍِ– ىقد - قد {

 } ٍِ أجو ٕرث   -ذىل 

THEN divide the sentence into simple sentence. 

  

R #: IF the word is member of: 

 which indicate  agreement {أجو–ديٚ - ّعٌ  {

THEN replace it into "ٌّع". 

 

R #: IF the word indicates double  such as " ُتلميذتا " or plural 

such as "صيَٞرثس"   

   

THEN the words as follows;  

Single "صيَٞرر" plus a number 2 for double or number 3 for 

plural.  

 

Morphological Analyses 
 Arabic language is based on root-pattern schemes. Using one 

root, the language can generate tens or hundreds of words.  

The roots have commonly three or four letters and in rarely 

case five letters [28].  

 

Arabic language has also high degree of ambiguity due to 

missing of vowels and similarity among derivatives.  

Analyzing words to their stems is more useful when dealing 

with plural, dual, suffix, and prefix.  

 

The studies  [29-32] have reported method to stem by deleting 

any prefixes and suffixes. 

 

In order to get word stem the following steps will be done: 

 

 Split the word into character. 

 

 Delete prefixes such as: 

  }مج , فج ,فيو , دو , ىو , فجه , مجه , دجه , ثه {  

 Delete suffixes such as: 

 }ٕج, ّج, ٍج , ٗث , ٝج , صِ  صٌ , ِٝ , ثُ , ِٕ  ثس , مِ , ِٝ,  ُٗ {

 Make pattern matching to get the stem. 

 

The stem pattern is shown in table4. The pattern illustrates the 

derivatives from the verb in Arabic language.  

 

R #: IF the word is member of the template. 

Then stem is the template target . 

Ex : IF the word is member of : 

   } ٍؽسح ∪ ٍؽسٗح∪ ؼسثح ∪ ؼسٗح ∪ؼجزح{

Then stem is   "ؼسح" . 

 

3.3 Sign-code selection   
Intelligent text treatment stage produces the words that match 

its corresponding signs. 

If the word does not have a corresponding sign then replace 

this word by one of its synonyms that have a sign in the 

database. If the word does not have a corresponding sign, then 

use the finger spelling. 

3.4   Sign image retrieval  
The classification of digital image processing has three 

distinct classes: low-level vision, intermediate-level vision 

and high-level vision. High-level vision algorithms use 

symbolic representations for both input and output [33]. 

The system in this process takes the previous results of 

sentence arrangement and displays the corresponding sign 

images from the image database. If the word does not have a 

corresponding sign, then it will be represented by finger spell 

as the following: 

 - Break word into characters. 

 - Recall the corresponding sign of characters. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experiment was applied in the "Al-Amal Institute" for 

teaching deaf at Damietta. The graphical user interface of the 

proposed system is shown in Figure 2. This figure shows the 

virtual sign keyboard and some buttons such as (Exit, Clear, 

and Clear all). 

The user enters the sentence in the text box.  After s (he) 

checks the button "Translate". Then is the results of the 

translation are displayed in the panel “Translation output ".  .  

The total number of selected signs is 137. These signs were 

selected by three experts in domain. The total number of 

Arabic sentences is 101.  

Sample of translation results are shown in table5 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4  Sample of  stem pattern 

ID First Scand Third Forth Fifth 

The 

template 

target 

P1 ؼسح ٍؽسح ٍؽسٗح ؼسثح ؼسٗح ؼجزح 

P2 ظَع ٍعَع ٍعَ٘ع ظَجع ظَ٘ع ظجٍع 

pn ……. ……. ……. ……. ……. ......... 
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 System performance evolution 
The system was tested by five interpreters in deaf domain 

.Interpreters put their scores for each sentence translated based 

on (correct sign representation ,transfer the correct meaning, 

incorrectly translated word , and    correct grammar). 

 

The  performance evolution of the proposed system was based 

on (accuracy , precision, recall, and F-measure )[ 9, 34].  

 

Sample of results is shown in table 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 Sample of translation results 

No Arabic language Arabic sign language images representation 

 قجٍش ثلأً ٗ خفضش ثىص٘س 1

 

 مضخ أٍٞس فٚ مُضخُ ثىَدزظز 2

 

 ّصح ثلأً دعدً صعسٝض أٍٞسر ىلأص٘ثس ثىَسصفعز 3

 

4 
ثُ أذُ أٍٞسر  صعسضش : قجه ثىطذٞخ 

 لأص٘ثس ٍسصفعز
 

 

 

 

 

Table 6 Sample results of measurement 

No. of 

Sentence Measurement 

 Accuracy% Precision% Recall% F. score% 

1 90 80 100 88.8 

2 90 60 100 75 

3 100 100 100 100 

4 90 60 100 75 

……… …………. …………. ……… ………. 

Total 

evaluation 96 88.3 100 97.7 

Text box to enter Arabic text

Translation

output

images

Clear AllTranslateClear

Opinions  of

referees

Exit

Return

Virtual

Keyboard

Title

Figure 2:The Graphical user interface of the proposed system
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This work aimed to serve Arabic deaf for easy 

communication. It is based on a knowledge base to solve a 

number of Arabic language problems such as synonyms, 

inflectional, derivational, diacritical, and plural. Also the 

system includes finger spelling translation.  

This system helps listeners to learn sign language easily and 

allows deaf to develop their experiences. Authors are 

currently working to build a translation system from Arabic  

sign language into Arabic text through image recognition. In 

addition developing a test for the user checks what gained 

information. 

The future work aims to integrate video processing and text 

processing in order to get on line sign language translator 

system. 
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